The object of this paper is to determine real estate market value on the basis of a multidimensional function model in different variants: A -directly from the model estimated on the basis of a big database, B -from the same model form, but estimated on the basis of a reduced database consisting of dwellings most similar to the estimated one, and C -based on modeled prices corrected by random correction, calculated from random deviations for dwellings most similar to the assessed one. In the framework of statistical inference procedures, the resulting comparison was carried out by parametric significance tests. They were applied to draw conclusions on the analyzed variants.
Introduction
Real estate market modeling is extremely difficult due to its fluctuations. Hardly ever is the market homogenous; therefore, the classic multidimensional multiple regression model rarely suffices to represent market trends. The second difficulty, occurring at the beginning of the modeling process, is obtaining an adequately large dataset which is to constitute the basis for estimating model parameters. The dataset should be sufficiently large, both with respect to the number of analyzed variables, i.e. price-related features of dwellings in this case, as well as the number of records, i.e. described cases, which includes an adequate number of dwellings that one is able to collect all necessary information about.
The condition concerning the size of the market modeling database is sometimes extremely difficult to meet (variant A). With reference to the above, one should try to provide an answer to the question of whether this is always necessary, or perhaps an equally reliable real estate value projection can be obtained on the basis of a model estimated from a reduced dataset (variant B). However, the reduced dataset cannot be random. The authors will assess whether limiting the number of dwellings to those most closely resembling the priced object will lead to similar projections.
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objects most similar to the priced dwelling according to the determined similarity criteria. However, on the basis of this dataset one can only estimate random correction for the modeled value (variant C) as opposed to the final value of the market projection, as in the second scenario.
Database
A database -the starting point of the modeling process -contains market information on transactions carried out in the given period of time and taken from notarized deeds or possibly the Price and Value Register, which are considered to be the most reliable sources of transaction prices. Nevertheless, the description of data by means of scalable, potentially price-determining real estate features is the effect of the tedious work of a researcher studying market modeling. All records should be ascribed with "normalized" variable values, describing records in such a way that makes the database, as the modeling foundation, a coherent dataset. The data for the calculations presented in the present paper come from two cities in the Malopolska region of Poland: Cracow and Tarnow. To collect an adequately large dataset, the authors concentrated on residential units. Transactions were carried out in 2011-2013. Residential units from Tarnow (118 objects) and Cracow (226 objects) were described by means of 11 and 14 attributes respectively, presented in the 3-, 4-or 5-tier scales if the attributes were not numerical. Dwelling transaction prices collected from various databases were corrected to a common date constituting the date of appraisal.
Multi-dimensional model
The general form of the multi-dimensional function model tested in various particular forms is as follows:
-number of investigated, potentially price-determining dwelling features. On the basis of price distribution diagrams with respect to given dwelling features, a preliminary selection of the forms of the f i function was carried out to create a multi-dimensional model of the form (1) for each local real estate market separately. Multiple model parameter estimation was conducted to obtain the best adjustment to market data, measured firstly by means of the coefficient of determination -R 2 . The preliminary value of the coefficient for Tarnow amounted to 0.46, which meant that 46% of the price fluctuations on the selected market were explained by the estimated model. For the Podgorze district of the Cracow market, this value was 58%, probably due to almost twice as much data. To increase R 2 , detached cases and statistically non-significant variables were gradually eliminated, observing the effect of these actions on the level of model adjustment to the data. Eventually, the highest values of the coefficient of determination were obtained, amounting to 0.60 in Tarnow after removing 20 cases (17%) and 4 statistically non-significant variables (36%) for the model in the following form:
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• log ( 2 a ) and 0.74 for the Cracow data after eliminating 38 cases (also 17% of the original amount of data) and 8 statistically non-significant variables (57%) for the model in the following form: To confirm that both models were adequate for further calculations of market value of the dwelling, i.e. that both models properly reflected market trends, a parametric test verifying the statistical significance of the models was performed, assuming the following form of the investigated hypotheses:
At the same time, it was assumed that the coefficient of determination reflects the variance of a portion of the explained dependable variable (price) by means of the regression model in the general distribution of the variable.
The statistics for the test were determined for both models: F T = 19.29 for (2a) and F K = 73.19 for (2b), according to the following formula:
where: R 2 -coefficient of determination (R 2 =0.60 for Tarnow, R 2 =0.74 for Cracow), n -number of dwellings in the database (n=98 for Tarnow, n=188 for Cracow), u -number of estimated model parameters (u=8 in both cases) and compared with critical values read from statistical tables, and amounting to: F α; k1,k2 = F 0,05;7,90 = 2.11 for Tarnow, and F α; k1,k2 = F 0,05;7,180 = 2.06 for Cracow. Therefore, in both cases the critical value was significantly exceeded, which meant the rejection of the zero hypothesis H 0 for the alternative hypothesis H 1 , and was tantamount to a high reliability of both coefficients of determination and related models.
Selection of the most similar dwellings
In the second phase of the applied algorithm, a set of dwellings most closely resembling the priced object, one of the elements of the initially aggregated data taken from the complete dataset, was selected. To assess similarity, two qualitative methods were applied: comparative analysis and sequencing analysis, described in detail by CZAJA and PARZYCH (2007) . Both qualitative methods were applied in two variants: taking into account all (respectively 11 and 13) investigated dwelling features, and covering only those dwelling features which proved to be significant in the modeling process (respectively 7 and 6). In doing so, the authors introduced an additional aspect of research, where the independence of quantitative methods (market modeling phase) and qualitative methods (dwelling similarity assessment phase) was verified in the process of dwelling market value projection on the basis of the most similar objects. Table 1 presents the results of selecting the most similar objects from the complete object dataset. The variants in the table have the following meaning:
I -comparative analysis covering all attributes, II -sequencing analysis covering all attributes, III -comparative analysis covering relevant attributes, IV -sequencing analysis covering relevant attributes. It should be noted that in both datasets -regardless of the significant difference in size -the level of the most similar objects to the priced dwelling amounted to 16% on average, which seemed to indicate the homogenous operation of similarity assessment methods irrespective of the size of the original dataset. In table 1, the numbers of dwellings selected in at least three out of four variants have been indicated in bold (on average 25% of selected objects in Tarnow and 38% in Cracow) and objects selected in two out of four variants have been underlined (on average 44% of selected objects in Tarnow and 36% in Cracow). To sum up, there were almost 70% and around 74% similar objects respectively recognized as the most similar in at least two out of four applied variants.
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Model parameter estimation on the basis of a reduced dataset
Among the three options presented in the introduction, dwelling market value projection in variant B is carried out by means of determining the (2a) or (2b) function modeled values, estimated on the basis of the most similar object dataset selected from the original database. Due to the fact that, according to table 1, four dwelling datasets were obtained after the application of various similarity assessment methods, the re-estimation of model parameters (2) was also conducted four times, with the coefficients of determination for each case presented in The results summarized in table 2 for Tarnow clearly demonstrate that qualitative similarity assessment methods should be applied in the pricing process regardless of quantitative methods, therefore irrespective of the modeling process itself. The model adjustment to the reduced dataset is three times better when all information about dwellings was taken into account in the similarity assessment. Moreover, in the case of Cracow the model adjustment was also better for the application of the similarity assessment method covering all information about qualitative dwelling features (compare variant I with III, and II with IV).
With respect to the above, further calculations were carried out only for models estimated in variants I and II. 
Market value as a modeled value
The parameters of models (2a) and (2b) were estimated together with the complete variance analysis by means of the least-squares method for the complete dataset (variant A -for 98 and 188 dwellings respectively) and for the reduced datasets (variant B -for around 16 and 30 dwellings) selected on the basis of comparative analysis and sequencing analysis of dwellings. Source: own elaboration.
The dwelling value obtained from the largest database proves to be the best in both cases with respect to accuracy, which is understandable providing for the way of calculating projected standard deviation in the least-squares method. However, it is worth noting that all projection accuracies are within 5% of the projection value, which should be regarded as very accurate estimation. Taking into consideration the real, corrected transaction price of the priced dwelling, which amounted to 2,779.95 zl/m 2 in Tarnow and 3,697.08 zl/m 2 in Cracow, it should be noted that the obtained results slightly diverge from the value, which can be proven by certain significance tests. However, the value closest to the real price was obtained on the basis of model parameter estimation from the database with the most similar objects, i.e. the dwellings selected by means of sequencing analysis in Tarnow and comparative analysis in Cracow, covering all investigated dwelling features.
Market value as a corrected modeled value
In the third pricing variant C, the final market value was the modeled value obtained from the complete dataset corrected by random correction calculated from model (2) random deviations for the most similar dwellings. The following formula was applied: equal to ( 5 ) where: C -real dwelling price (corrected), W -modeled dwelling price, -modeled price random deviation. Therefore, to obtain results closer to the real dwelling price in its market value projection, one can use correction calculated from deviations. In this case, deviations for objects selected as the most similar to the priced dwelling were applied, marked as , and the correction P δ was calculated as the mean of the deviations:
• ∑ ( 6 ) where:
-model random deviations for the selected, most similar dwellings, -number of selected dwellings.
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To conduct a complete accuracy analysis, standard deviation of the final projection on the basis of standard deviation of the random correction P δ was also determined in this variant:
where: 1 -row vector consisting of ones, -similar dwelling random deviation covariance matrix, selected from the complete covariance matrix of model random deviations (2).
The complete calculation algorithm can be found in Barańska (2010). Table 4 below presents the corrected modeled values and their accuracies. Similarly to variant B for Tarnow, when market value matched the modeled value determined from the reduced dataset (table 3) , the projection obtained by the application of dwelling sequencing analysis to select dwellings most similar to the priced object (variant CII in table 4 for both cities) proved to be the closest to the real dwelling market value. This may indicate the advantage of this qualitative method of similarity assessment over comparative analysis.
Result comparison by parametrical significance tests
To reach conclusions about differences between dwelling market value projections in three variants, parametrical significance tests were applied to compare both: projections and their accuracy. For the comparison of market values the following tests were applied: the Student's t-test, Cochran's C test, and the z (normal distribution) test (formulas (8a), (8b), and (8c)) comparing mean values with regard to random sample size and variance comparison test results. Additionally, for the projection accuracy comparison, the variance-comparing Fisher-Snedecor test (formula (9)) was applied. The test functions in the aforementioned tests are as follows:
where: w 1 , w 2 -compared market values, , -compared market value variances, k 1 , k 2 -number of degrees of freedom for the compared parameters, n 1 , n 2 -random sample size where w 1 , w 2 were determined respectively.
All parametrical significance tests were carried out at the standard significance level of 0.05.
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Comparison of market value accuracy
Due to the fact that the application of a given model in the mean value comparison test depends, in some cases, on the result of the variance comparison test, the accuracies of the particular projections were compared first. Table 5 presents values of calculated statistics (9) and critical values, which the former were compared to. Red font marks test function values indicating a statistical significance of the investigated differences, and bold font in the first column shows the calculation variant which proved to be the most accurate in the given pair. The last two columns cover numbers of degrees of freedom in each calculation variant applied to calculate the test statistics. Source: own elaboration. highest accuracy of projections of values identical to the modeled values determined from the complete dataset, and the lowest accuracy of projections of values identical to the modeled values determined from the reduced dataset. Dwelling market values estimated by means of random correction are at a medium level as far as accuracy is concerned.
Comparison of projected market values
The results of the comparison of market value projections determined in three variants have been presented in table 6. With one exception, all values are statistically significant at the same level. Apart from one case marked in red, statistically significant differences between the projections were not observed. This indicates that all variants lead to market value at the same level, regardless of the qualitative method applied to select dwellings most similar to the priced objects from the complete dataset.
